
JORGE ADRIANO BOSSA BOSSA 
C.C 80.496.148  

                                  Colombia, Chia Cundinamarca, vereda La Balsa, pukalany estate. 
   

 
 
 

PROFILE 
 

Technician in metal structures and composite materials, performing repairs and replacements 
in primary and secondary structures in Helicopters Bell 212, 412, B205 A1, HUEY II, UH-1N, H 
500, 206, MI, UH-60 BLACKHAWK and Boeing 727, ATR42, AIRBUS to 320, with Experience 
of 25 years in the different equipment before related. 
 

 

 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 

 

NAME                                                                     Jorge Adriano 

 

LAST NAME                                                           Bossa Bossa 

 

IDENTITY DOCUMENT                                          80.496.148 Chía  

 

PLACE OF BIRTH                                                  Bogotá D.C 

 

ADDRESS                                                               Colombia, Chia Cundinamarca, vereda La     

Balsa, pukalany estate. 

 

CELL PHONE                                                           3102453888 

 

PASSPORT                                                               AK887265 

 

AERONAUTICAL LICENSE                                    TEMC 1030 – TLA 1028 

 

EMAIL                                                                       jorgeadrian1972@hotmail.com 

 

 

 
SKILLS AND COMPETENCES   

 

1. Leadership: I take initiatives, manage, project reason to reach a goal or objective with 

the group. 

2. Group management: I have the ability to make myself understood about issues related 

to my profession and jobs to be executed, with excellent disposition. 

3. Analysis capacity: identify possible options. Collect information, a list of advantages 

and disadvantages for future work. 

4. Negotiation: I listen, I am flexible and always focusing on an objective or an interest. 

5. Ability to work under pressure: I adapt quickly to changes and work environments 

with the ability to meet the requirements. 

6. Teamwork: Good communication, commitment, trust and coordination with the group. 



7. The high margins of responsibility: I have been trusted personnel, representing the 

company inside and outside of it. 

8. Innovation and new technologies: I defend myself with the new tendencies of 

telecommunications. 

9. Problem solving: I have multiple intelligence, I adapt to different environments and 

activities quickly. 

10. A talent for communication: Good oral and written communication being this 

assertive. 

11. Capacity for details: I am very observant to meet the quality standards required. 

12. Good presence: excellent social relations and elegance. 

13. Analytical reading: I am objective to find the correct information 

14. Desire to grow: excellent disposition of learning. I like challenges and changes. 

15. Organizational capacity: I plan, schedule and distribute my activities to obtain a better 

result. 

16. Handling digital tools: I feel comfortable with virtual environments. 

17. Talent for languages: I like to learn every day more. 

18. Flexibility: I adapt to different situations according to the needs. 

19. Discretion: Reserved and honest with the company. 

20. Capacity for abstract thinking: I like it and this ability is related to my work and 

profession. 

 

 
WORK PERFORMED  

 
 

 Technician in metal structures and composite materials, performing repairs and 

replacements in primary and secondary structures in Helicopters HUEY II. 
 

PAE. Guaymaral Airport, hangar III Anti-drug police. 2013 to March 2018. 
 

 Technician in metal structures and composite materials, performing repairs and 
replacements in primary and secondary structures in Helicopters BELL 212 and HUEY 

II. 
 

CCE. Guaymaral Airport, hangar III Anti-drug police. 2006 to 2013. 
 

 Technician in metal structures and composite materials in assembly, verification and 
alignment in the fuselage JIG and tail boom of medium-sized helicopters type UH-1N, 

HUEY II, BELL 212, BELL 412, BELL206. 
 

HELICENTRO LTDA. Medellin Highway Km2, Cota. 2004 to 2006. 
 

 Technician in metal structures and composite materials, performing repairs and 
replacements in primary and secondary structures in airplanes DC9 Y MD-200. 

 
ATA DE COLOMBI. El Dorado Airport, terminal Simon Bolivar. 2002 to 2003.  

 
 Technician in metal structures and composite materials, performing repairs and 

replacements in primary and secondary structures in airplanes Boeing 727, ATR42, 
AIRBUS A320.                                               

 



ACES. El Dorado Airport, terminal Simon Bolivar. 
 

 
TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 

  
- Retraining course, advanced level safe work at heights 20 hours - R&M Trabajo seguro 

S.A.S (December 13, 2017). 
 

- Recurrent course TEMC 40 hours – Escuela aeronáutica de Colombia (June 20 to 24, 
2016). 
 

- Hazardous Substance Management Training 2 hours – PAE (April 14, 2016). 
 

- Seminar on corporate Resource management and CRM maintenance, MRM - National 
police, direction of Antidrug (August 20, 2013). 
 

- Recurrent course TEMC 40 hours – Escuela aeronáutica de Colombia (June 16 to 20, 
2014). 
 

- Recurrent course of metal structures 40 hours – Escuela educativa de aviacion Rey del 
aire (June 4 to 8, 2012). 
 

- Recurrent course of metal structures and composite materials 40 hours - Escuela 
educativa de aviacion Rey del aire (May 31, 2010 to June 9, 2010). 
 

- Recurrent course of metal structures and composite materials 40 hours - Escuela 
educativa de aviacion Rey del aire (June 25 to 29, 2007). 
 

- Recurrent course of metal structures and composite materials 40 hours – Corporacion 
educativa Indoamericana (October 24 to 28, 2005). 
 

- Recurrent course of metal structures 40 hours – Escuela de instruccion aeronautica 
(August 2 to 6, 2004). 
 

- Recurrent course in B727/JT8D 16 hours – Centro de formacion tecnica Aces (2001). 
 

- Recurrent course in DC-9 80 hours – SENA (2001). 
 

- Composite materials course 121 hours – SENA (2001). 
 

- Metal structures course 143 hours – SENA (2000- 2001). 
 

- Structural repairs course 186 hours – SENA (2000 – 2001). 
 

- Aeronautical regulations course 88 hours – SENA (2000 – 2001). 
 

- Comprehensive training course for emergency brigades. 
 
 
 
 
 



ANOTHER COURSES 
  

 
Transversal skills workshop:  

- Life project  
- Communication 
- Conflict management  
- Negotiation skills  
- Teamwork 
- Decision making 

Future education 40 hours (April, 2018). 
 
 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
  

 PAE Guaymaral Airport, hangar III Anti-drug police. Technician in metal structures and 
composite materials in HUEY II (2013 to March 2018). 
 

 CCE Guaymaral Airport, hangar III Anti-drug police. Technician in metal structures and 
composite materials in BELL 212, UH-1H, HUEY II (2006 to 2013). 

 
 HELICENTRO LTDA Medellin Highway Km2, Cota. Technician in metal structures and 

composite materials in assembly, verification and alignment in the fuselage JIG and tail 

boom of medium-sized helicopters type UH-1N, HUEY II, BELL 212, BELL 412, 
BELL206. Removals and repairs in primary structures. (2004 to 2006). 

 
 ATA DE COLOMBIA. AeroRepublica El Dorado airport terminal Simon bolivar. 

Technician in metal structures and composite materials in DC9, MD-200. (2002-2003). 
 
 

 ACES El Dorado airport terminal Simon bolivar. Technician in metal structures and 
composite materials in Boeing 727, ATR42, AIRBUS A320. (2000-2002). 

 
 
 

PERSONAL REFERENCES 
  
 

ROBERTO MOSCOSO               Quality control PAE 
                                                     Anti-drug police 
                                                      3107612362 
 
HUGO CAÑON                             Technician in metallic structures and composite materials 
                                                       Melgar Tolemaida  
                                                        3145068807 
 
JULIAN CUBILLOS                      Technician in metallic structures and composite materials 
                                                       Melgar Tolemaida  
                                                       3134943014 

  

 


